DUTU BALLOT – December 3, 2021

DUTU IEA-RA Delegates

DUTU – IEA RA DELEGATES (4)
(Vote for Four)

☐ Elsy (Macy) Morales
☐ Colette Cruz
☐ Girolamo Ciolino
☐ Laura Taets
☐ Elizabeth Lewis
☐ Mary Bonner
☐ Mary Boyd
☐ Write-In

NOTE: Place a “checkmark” or an “x” in the boxes of who you want to vote for. For a write-in you will ALSO need to write the first and last name of the person you want to vote for.
BIO’S

Elsy (Macy Morales)
As DUTU Vice President I would like to attend this assembly to represent the transportation department.

Colette Cruz
Hold (3) Chairs DUTU, 63, Elections, others, Been to a # of IEA-RA Conf, LRN, EXPC, Evertime Luv Being a part of Great Changes.

Girolamo Ciolino
I would like to Attend the IEA-RA to be able to Represent my local, 63 and DUTU members. I look forward to your vote.

Laura Taets
Staying involved, Keeping an eye on everything...is a good thing. The more you know. DUTU needs a voice!

Elizabeth Lewis
No statement at this time

Mary Bonner
Attending the IEA/RA is an amazing experience, to see how our Union works for us.

Mary Boyd
I care about everyone having a voice and have been involved in the union the last 7 or 8 years.